Embrace the
digital era with
confidence.

An evolving digital economy creates
opportunities and risks.

29 B
29 billion connected devices
are forecast by 2022.1

70%
Seventy percent of recent
digital transformation initiatives
did not reach their goals.2

Verizon keeps you cloud ready.
Infrastructure modernization is critical for governments
to serve citizens and the workforce in the digital era.
Local, state and federal government agencies are
harnessing the power of the cloud to take full advantage
of the digital transformation. Verizon helps create more
secure, seamless and reliable connections with our
global ecosystem of cloud service providers so you
can move mission-critical workloads to the cloud.

80%
Eighty percent of missioncritical workloads will be
in the cloud by 2025.3

Verizon keeps you
service ready.

80%
Eighty percent of customers
said the experience an
organization provides is as
important as its products
and services.4

The citizen experience is
among the top drivers of digital
transformation for government
bodies. Embracing technology
not only helps more effectively
introduce and scale new services,
it helps fulfill commitments to
constituents. Let’s work together
to connect, protect and serve
your citizens and workforce in
the digital era.

67%
Sixty-seven percent of
customers said their
standards for good
experiences are higher
than ever.4

Verizon keeps you
threat ready.
As agencies move toward
delivering services how, when
and where citizens and workers
want to access them, security
threats and vulnerabilities
inevitably increase. Verizon is
here with intelligent networks
and security platforms that
help find and eliminate security
threats so you can continue
your transformation journey
with confidence.
In 2005, there were 136 data
breaches reported.5 By 2018,
Verizon analyzed 41,686 security
incidents, of which 2,013 were
confirmed data breaches
spanning 86 countries.6

Verizon can propel your digital transformation and
help you get the most out of your connectivity,
mobility and security solutions.

Time to
be ready.
Verizon can help you serve your citizens.
enterprise.verizon.com/publicsector
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